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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper H433/03 series overview 
H433/03 is one of the three examination components for the new revised A Level examination for GCE 
Chemistry B. This synoptic component links together different areas of chemistry within different 
contexts, some practical, some familiar and some novel. To do well on this paper, candidates need to be 
comfortable applying their knowledge and understanding to unfamiliar contexts and be familiar with a 
range of practical techniques. 

H433/03 is much more application based than the other two A Level Chemistry components, H433/01 
and H433/02, which have a greater emphasis on knowledge and understanding of the assessment 
outcomes from the specification.  

H433/03 also contains more questions set in a practical context, including an insert based on a practical 
procedure, than H433/01 and H433/02. 

Candidate performance overview 

Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following: 

• Performed standard calculations following the required rubric (e.g. clear working, units, 
significant figures) relating to the ideal gas equation (2(b)), equilibrium (2(d)), analysis of 
titration results (3b(iii)), equilibrium (3c(ii)), and percentage yield (4a(ii)).  

• Produced clear and concise responses for Level of Response questions: 2(c), 3(c). 
• Drew clear diagrams for organic structures: 1b(i), 4a(i). 
• Constructed and balanced equations for reactions: 3a(ii), 3b(ii), 4(a)i. 
• Applied knowledge and understanding to questions set in a novel context: 2, 3.  

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following: 

• Found it difficult to apply what they had learnt to unfamiliar situations. 
• Produced responses that lacked depth, and were often rambling and peripheral to what had 

been asked, sometimes simply repeating information provided. e.g. 1(a), 2(b)(c), 3(b), 5(b). 
• Showed poor setting out of unstructured calculations, e.g. 1(c)(d), 2(a), 3c(ii), 4a(ii), 4c(ii). 
• Showed poor presentation of observations and data in an appropriate format (Assessment 

Objective 1.1.2(c)). e.g. 4a(i). 
• Lacked precision in balancing equations, particularly charges on either side of the equation, 

e.g. 2(d)(iii), 4b(i)(ii), 5a(ii)(iv). 

The paper showed good discrimination with marks ranging from single figures to the high fifties with a 
pleasing number on the higher side of 40. 

Candidates on the whole seemed well prepared, with an encouraging improvement in the structuring 
within calculations (which allowed examiners to award ‘error carried forward’ marks) 

There was no evidence that any time constraints had led to a candidate underperforming and scripts 
where there was no response to the final question also had large sections of the paper which had not 
been tackled.  

 

 Most successful question/part question Least successful question/part question 

• 2aii  Oxidation states. 
• 2b    Calculation on gas volumes. 
• 3ai   Qualitative analysis. 
• 4ai   Organic structures. 
• 4biv Criteria of purity. 

• 1ci   Modification of chromophores. 
• 2ai   Unfamiliar electrochemical cell systems. 
• 3biv  Percentage errors in titrations. 
• 4biii  Practical procedures – melting point. 
• 4c     Discussion of tlc in purity determination. 
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Question 1 (a) 

There were many good responses but the identity of phenylamine as one of the reagents was often 
missed, candidates perhaps not noticing the question asked for the reagents needed to make the 
particular compound shown in the stem. 

Question 1 (b)(ii) 

This question was generally well answered, but some candidates treated the process as emission 
spectra (e.g. ’when the electrons drop back in energy level the emitted light is the complimentary 
colour.’ 
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Question 1 (c)(i) 

Common incorrect answers included solubility (the answer to 1cii), and colourfastness. 

Question 1 (c)(ii) 

Some candidates talked about the nature of bonding to the fibre rather than a property of the dye. 

Question 1(d) 

This question was generally well answered apart from the type of fabric. Many candidates suggested 
nylon despite there being no N atoms in the formula shown. 
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Question 2 (a)(i) 

This question proved very difficult for candidates with many responses going into theoretical reasons 
rather than looking at the practicalities. This was perhaps a case of candidates overthinking a question 
based around, as the stem of the question suggests, a practicable standard electrode. 
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Question 2 (b) 

A pleasing number of candidates were successful in this calculation. The careful laying out of the steps 
in the calculation also allowed examiners to be able to award error carried forwards marks on a wrong 
final answer. Typical errors in the calculation included calculating the wrong value for the formula mass 
of Hg2Cl2 and a failure to convert from m3 to dm3. 
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Question 2 (c)  

Many candidates produced, solid, well-structured responses, although some seemed to think that |Fe 
was a material. However, there were only a limited number of responses which came to grips with the 
requirement to justify the apparatus and conditions which would allow access to the higher mark level. 

Justification of apparatus would include some comment as to role of the salt bridge and perhaps why a 
high resistance voltmeter is desirable. A top answer would also make it clear that conditions, e.g. 
concentration of electrolyte, affect electrode potentials; hence standard conditions have to be employed. 

Exemplar 1 
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This response addresses all the chemical ideas involved in the practical use of electrochemical cells, 
including how to calculate the standard potential from Ecell, the role of the salt bridge and high resistance 
voltmeter; it is also clear and well-organised and could be followed and set-up by a fellow candidate. 

Examiners are not looking for the ‘perfect’ answer to score top marks but a scientifically accurate, well-
developed discussion. 
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Question 2 (d) 

There were a good number of fully correct answers, although some candidates used mass rather than 
moles. Units were generally correct even when mass was used. This question in particular showed good 
discrimination. 

Question 3 (a)(i) 

This question was particularly well-answered.     
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Question 3 (a)(ii) 

Done well, however a minority used Ag2+ and some candidates wrote full equations. For questions which 
require writing of equations, candidates are encouraged to check that they write the type of equation 
specified in the question stem. 

Question 3 (b)(i) 

 

Question 3 (b)(ii) 
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Question 3 (b)(iii) 

The relationship between micrograms and grams caused some problem with a number of candidates 
being unable to convert between them A number of answers were given to 3 or more significant figures. 
The need to use the formula mass of molecular iodine, I2  was commonly missed, with the atomic mass 
of iodine used instead. 

Question 3 (b)(iv) 

This question proved difficult for many candidates. Common errors included answers being a factor of 10 
too big. Some candidates also forgot that, as two burette readings are necessary to take a titre reading 
(initial and final), the uncertainty for individual readings (0.05 cm3) must be doubled when calculating the 
percentage uncertainty. 
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Question 3 (b)(v) 

Many candidates simply wanted to repeat the number of titrations involved without realising that 
accuracy is about closeness to the ‘correct value’. This is improved by a method which gives a greater 
titre value (reducing the percentage error), hence using less concentrated standard thiosulfate . 

Question 3 (c)  
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This level of response question proved to be slightly easier than 2(c) to obtain the higher marks, 
probably because the practical technique was more familiar. 

Many candidates chose to zero the colorimeter with water instead of hexane, however the majority of 
candidates explained the choice of filter. The transfer of graphical information to calculation of mass was 
not so well explained. In terms of the communication criteria, a good rule of thumb to help with explaining 
the requirements of this extended question would be to consider whether a fellow candidate could 
successfully follow the candidate’s methodology and successfully complete the experiment. 

Exemplar 2 

 

This candidate response avoided the trap of zeroing with water and explained how to transfer data from 
the graph in order to calculate the mass of iodine. A suggestion of the number of standard solutions 
appropriate to plot the graph would have been helpful, but overall this is a well explained and workable 
response. 
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Question 4 (a)(i) 

 

Question 4 (a)(ii) 

This calculation could be approached either by using ‘reacting masses’ or moles and both methods were 
used in about equal measure. Some errors in the calculation of formula mass crept in but with error 
carried forwards still gained marks. 
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Question 4 (b)(iii) 

The response of many candidates did not describe the basic practical steps needed to get the sample 
into a suitable tube for determining the melting point of the solid (as described in the course text book). 
The most commonly scored marking point was for the identification of the range over which the solid 
melted. 

Exemplar 3 

 

This response succinctly describes the practical procedure when melting point capillary tubes are used 
to determine melting point, including how to get the solid to the bottom of the tube.  
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Question 4 (c) 

Misconception  

A significant number of candidates did not understand that Rf values did not address the requirement for 
describing what you would expect to see on a thin layer chromatography of the product mixture. 

To address the description statement examiners were expecting to see comments on spotting patterns, 
for either a pure or impure product, on the chromatogram. 
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Exemplar 4 

 

A strong answer; the expected observations asked for in the stem of the question have been addressed 
as well as the broad idea of the method giving only a qualitative measure of the level of purity/impurity. 
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